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1. Destination 
To give an explanation about the standard of determining the headline and additional header that 
will be recorded in the book call number ( call number), as well as the determination of 
keywords (keywords ) that entered into eLibrary. 

2. Scope 
LSPR Communication And Business Institute campus libraries - Sudirman Park Campus and Trans Park 
Campus 

3. Process Stages 

No. Description and stages of the process PIC 
Reference / 
Description 

1 

SINGLE AUTHOR'S WORKS 
A single author's work is a work that is composed or 
composed by an author. If a collection of works or a 
selection of works prepared by one person, even if there is 
an editor or another person submitted, then the Main 
Headline will be on the compiler of that work. 
Example: 
o History and struggles surrounding the proclamation of 
Indonesian independence, August 17, 1945 by Adam Malik 
Title to Author (Adam Malik)   
Additional Heading on Title (History and ...) 
  
o Responsible creativity: a collection of speeches and essays 
by Oteng Natahamidjaja 
Headline on Author (Oteng Natahamidjaja) 
Additional headings on the title (Creativity that ...) 
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DOUBLE AUTHOR'S WORKS 
Multiple author works are works created / composed by two 
or more people who jointly create / compile a work which 
can be either a joint work or a collective work. 
The work of the dual author can be divided into: 
a) Works by two authors 
If a work is written by two authors, one of whom acts as a 
co-author, then the main title is determined in the name of 
the main author (the first named author), while the 
additional headings for the second author and the title of 
the work. 
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Example: 
o The National Library's editorial list was compiled by 
JNB Tairas with Rojani's assistance 

Headline on JNB Tairas (as lead author)  
Additional headline on Rojani (as co-author) and title. 
  
b) Works by three authors 
If a work is written by at most three authors without a main 
author, even though there is an editor, the main headline is 
determined by the author's name, which is first mentioned 
on the title page, while additional headings are on the 
second and third author's name and the title of the work. 
Example:   
o The art speaking by Masri Singarimbun, Hari 
Pangestu and Nani Widjaja 

Headline on Masri Singarimbun (first named author) 
Additional headlines on Pangestu Day, Nani Widjaja and 
Titles 
  
c) Works by more than three authors 
If a work is written by more than three authors without a 
main author, then the main headline is determined in the 
title of the work while additional headings are made on the 
name of the first named author. 
  
Example: 
o A selected collection of writings by TB 
Simatupang , Susanto-Sunaryo, Bachtiar Rifai, Sayonara 
Sirait and Samson Natasa 

Main title on work title (Association of selected 
writings) , Additional headline on TB Simatupang 
  

3 

COLLECTION WORKS 
If there is a work that is a collection work with a joint title 
under the leadership of the editor or editor , the main 
header is determined in the joint title, while additional 
headings are made in the name of the editor or editor. 
Example: 
o Children's reading: the views of several experts 
compiled and compiled by the Indonesian Authors' 
Organization, the authors of the work are 21 authors 

Headline in the title (Children's reading:…) 
Additional headers to the Editor (Indonesian Authors' 
Organization) 
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MIXED WORKS 
If several authors have contributed intellectual content to a 
work with different functions (translator, adapter, 
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composer). Then the authorship is mixed. So in determining 
the main editorial depends on the role of each author in the 
work. 
  
a) Translation work 
When a work is translated into another language, the main 
title is assigned to the original author, while additional 
headings are assigned to the translator. 
Example: 
o Perspectives on social change by Robert H 
Lauer; Translator Alimand original title Perspective of 
social change. 

Headline on Robert H Lauer (original author) 
Additional headline on Alimandan (translator) 
  
b) Adapted / composed works. 
A work that is an adaptation or summary of the main 
editorial is determined not to the original author but to the 
adapters or composers. 
If the adapters or composers are not known, then the main 
header is assigned to the title, while the additional header is 
assigned to the original author. 
Example: 
o Information management: an introduction to 
computerization by Martino, adapted by Husyni Hasan. 

Headline on Husyni Hasan (adaptation) 
Additional headers on Martino (original author) 
  
c) Anonymous work. 
An anonymous work is a work whose author is unknown or 
whose author is not clear. 
If a work is an anonymous work, then the main headline is 
assigned to the work title, while the additional header is 
assigned to the restorer if any. 
Example: 
o Indonesia: an invitation was rewritten by Sumarno 

Headline in Title (Indonesian ...) 
Additional title on Sumarno (rewrite) 
  

5 

d) Work of Corporate Bodies. 
A corporate body is an entity or institution or organization or 
group of people known by a certain name who has legal 
force (legal entity) and acts or can act on its behalf as a unit. 
A corporate body is considered to be the author of a 
publication, if the content of the publication is the 
responsibility of the corporate body and not the 
responsibility of its members even though the name of a 
member is listed as a compiler. This type of work of a 
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corporate body can be assigned a headline under the name 
of the corporate body . 
  
Example: 
o Population problems in Central Java: a compilation 
of study results compiled by Diponegoro University. 

Headline at Diponegoro University (Corporate body) 
Additional headings on Population issues ... (Title of work) 
  
Example: 
o Indonesia fertility-mortility survey, 2005: preliminary 
report by the Demographic Institute, Faculty of 
Economics, University of Indonesia. 

Headline at the University of Indonesia. Faculty of 
Economics. Democratic Institution (Corporate body) 
Additional entry on Indonesia fertility ... (title of work)  
  

6 

LEGISLATION. 
The following rules apply to the statutory regulations of a 
jurisdiction that make it enforceable. 
  
a) Basic Law or Constitution. 
A headline under the geographic heading of the country, 
which is then followed by the uniform title for the 
Constitution or Constitution. 
Example: 
The 1945 Constitution with its explanation and the 
composition of the United Indonesia Cabinet. 
The headline in INDONESIA (geographic name) is then 
followed by [Laws, regulations, etc.] (uniform headline). 
Additional headings in the 1945 Constitution with ... (Title of 
work) 
  
b) Laws, government regulations, regional regulations 
Headlines under the geographic headings for the jurisdiction 
are followed by uniform headings for laws and regulations. 
Example: 
o The cooperative law and its regulations and 
implementing provisions are drawn up by the Ministry of 
Cooperatives. 

The headline in INDONESIA (geographic name) is then 
followed by [Laws, regulations, etc.] (uniform title) 
Additional headings on Cooperative law and ... (title of work) 
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BIOGRAPHIC WORKS 
A work that depicts the life history of a certain character, the 
main headline is the name of the person being biographed, 
while the narrator or the biographer is an additional feature. 
Example: 
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Bung Karno, the mouthpiece of the people by Adam Malik 
Headline on Sukarno (name of person being biographed) 
Additional headline on Adam Malik (writer of the script) 
  

  

SCRIPTURES 
The main headings for the Scriptures or sections thereof are 
defined under the uniform headings for each of the 
scriptures. 
The general rule for the Holy Scriptures is to use a uniform 
title which is generally known in Indonesian, such as: 
  
The Tripitaka Qur'an                                     
Wedda Bible , etc.                                         
  
To define sections, add behind the uniform title of the 
scripture in question the names of the sections or 
subsections, such as: 
  
Al-Qur'an. Ama juice 
Al-Qur'an. Yassin's letter. 
Bible. New Testament. 
Bible. Old Testament. 
Wedda. Swaweda. 
  
As for the translation of the Scriptures, add behind the 
uniform title the name of the translation, such as: 
Al-Qur'an. Indonesia. 
Al-Qur'an. Amma Juice. Java. 
Etc. 
  
Example: 
o Holy Bible: the translation of the Psalms in 
Indonesian with the notes of the Wali-Wali Church in 
Indonesia 

Headline in the scary title for the Holy Bible (BIBLE) 
Additional headings in the title of the work (Scriptures ...) 
  
  
Example: 
o Surat Al-Kahfi with Indonesian translation and a 
summary of the stories of the inhabitants of Goa 
(Ashabulkahfi). 

Headline in uniform title for Islamic holy book (QUR'AN) 
Additional headings on the title of the work (Surat al-Kahf 
with ...) 
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If the work of translation is not known by the original author, 
the main headline is in the title 
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